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nowadays, most notably in the computer vision and pattern
recognition field [2-9].
The Possibilistic Latent Variables (PLV) clustering
algorithm presented by the current authors in [1] combines a
statistical estimation approach with the fuzzy degree of
membership concept. PLV represents an ideal tool for the
clustering of data acquired from practical applications due
to its rapid convergence properties and its robustness toward
the underlying distribution of the data. The performance of
the PLV scheme is fundamentally dependent upon the value
assigned to its scaling coefficient, β . In practice, an
appropriate value of β prevents the centroids within the
data from being skewed by “bad” samples and therefore
improves the accuracy of the classification results.
However, the optimal value of β depends on the
distribution of the data within the dataset, and this is
commonly unknown in advance. Accordingly, the current
study presents a new method for evaluating an appropriate
value of β such that the classification performance of the
PLV scheme is enhanced. The respective performance of
each method is examined by conducting clustering trials
using synthetic and real-world medical / biological datasets
comprising data of different types and distributions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents a brief overview of PLV clustering
algorithm. Section 3 describes the Annealing mechanism for
evaluating the optimal value of its scaling parameter, β .
Section 4 presents the clustering results obtained using the
PLV algorithm with the mechanism. Finally, Section 5
presents some conclusions.

Abstract—The Possibilistic Latent Variable (PLV) clustering
algorithm is a powerful tool for the analysis of complex datasets
due to its robustness toward data distributions of different
types and its ability to accurately identify the inherent clusters
within the data. The scaling coefficient in the PLV algorithm
plays a key role in reducing the effects of noise, thereby
improving the precision of the clustering results. However, the
optimal value of the scaling parameter varies depending on the
population type of dataset. Accordingly, the current study
proposes an evaluation method for evaluating suitable values
of the scaling parameter. The relative comparison of each
method is then examined by conducting PLV clustering trials
using datasets comprising data of different types and patterns.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In an effort to keep pace with the increasing volume of
biological and medical data made available by modern
science, many researchers have considered the problem of
how best to organize this information such that the endusers can locate the information they require in an efficient
and reliable manner. Medical practitioners and researchers
examine biological and clinical data for a variety of
purposes, including detecting abnormal symptoms from the
results of clinical trials, establishing relationships among
gene expressions, constructing functional pathways from
biological phenomena, and so forth. Many methods have
been proposed for supporting users in performing these
tasks. Of these methods, clustering is a particularly powerful
technique for extracting meaningful insights from large
volumes of raw data without the need for prior knowledge
regarding the basic patterns within the data. Many clustering
algorithms have been proposed for the analysis of biological
and medical data.
Traditional clustering algorithms, such as k-Nearest
Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm, Hierarchical Agglomerative
Clustering (HAC), and so forth, are designed to assign each
object within the dataset to a single cluster. By contrast, in
fuzzy clustering techniques, each data point is assigned a
fuzzy membership degree indicating its degree of belonging
to each cluster within the dataset. Fuzzy clustering has
found widespread application in a variety of fields
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LATENT
II. POSSIBILISTIC
CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

VARIABLE

The PLV clustering algorithm is based upon two basic
hypothetical assumptions, namely (1) in clustering realworld datasets, the objects are not easily assigned to single
clusters; and (2) the clusters are not necessarily Gaussian
mixtures. Therefore, the assumptions can be made as:
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μ ⋅ j = μ ij μ ij ∈ [0,1] , where ∑ μ ij = 1, i = 1,2, " , c (1)
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where μ ij represents the fuzzy degree of membership of

III.

object x j to any given cluster C i . The objective function
applied in the clustering process can be formulated as
J (C , U ; X ) =

c

n

∑∑ μ
i =1

m
ij

j =1

This study proposes a new method for evaluating
appropriate values for β .This method assumes a minimal
degree of cost energy for samples which are close to any of
the cluster centroids, i.e. samples which are legitimate
cluster members. Consider the case where centroid c m
overlaps (or, is close to) sample x n . The possibilistic
function can be re-written as

log π i + ∑∑ μ ijm log Pos (x j ; Ci )
c

n

i =1

j =1

(2)
where m is the fuzziness of μ ij . The possibilistic function
Pos (x j ; C i ) is the cost (or energy) of associating point x j

Pos(x n ; C m ) =

with cluster C i . Thus, for all possible associations, the
possibilistic function is given by
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distance between x j and the cluster center c i . The remedial
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coefficient of Pos (x j ; C ) with respect to x j is expressed by
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The mixing parameter: π i =

1 n
∑ μij
n j=1
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EXPERIMENTS

A. Lung Cancer Dataset
This dataset was published by Hong [10] and includes a
total of 32 instances, each of which has 56 attributes with
integer values ranging from 0 to 3. The instances are
partitioned into three pathological lung cancer classes. It has
been shown in previous studies that the RDA, KNN and Opt.
Disc. schemes achieve a classification accuracy of 62.5%,
53.1% and 59.4%, respectively, when processing this
dataset. Table 1 presents the accuracy of the three cancer
classes and summarizes the optimal clustering results
obtained by the PLV algorithm. The average accuracy is
found to be 75.0%, which represents a significant

μ ij is employed to compute the fuzzy degree of
memberships of the points to the clusters.
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In specifying β = − log[(ρ −1 − 1) (c − 1)] d min
that as the value of ρ increases, the “confidence” grows that a
sample close to the centroid belongs to the corresponding
population. Empirically, it is found that ρ = 0.99 yields
satisfactory results for most datasets.
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denotes the minimum of the square of the
where d min
distances between all of the centroid pairs. In other words, β
must satisfy
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the weighted parameter ϖ j .
The values of the parameters in PLV can be computed by
using the Lagrangian multiplier method:

⇒ μ ij =

1 + ∑ exp[− β × d ( x n , c k )]

.

2

To ensure a valid clustering result, the possibility
function must be larger than or equal to ρ , the minimal
1 (3)
degree of the cost, where < ρ < 1 . Therefore
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Pos (x j ; C i ) = ϖ j × exp − β × d 2 (x j , c i )
c

PROPOSED EVALUATION METHOD FOR
SCALING PARAMETER, β

is used to

compute the mixing parameters and ci are updating the
cluster centroids. The PLV clustering algorithm applies these
steps iteratively until max μij (t + 1) − μij (t ) ≤ ε .
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improvement relative to that achieved by the three schemes
mentionesd above. Table 2 demonstrates the clustering
results obtained by the PLV algorithm when applying the
Annealing evaluation methods to the lung cancer database.

[2]

[3]

B. Dermatology Database
The second example concerns the diagnosis of erythematosquamous dermatology diseases, and uses the dataset first
proposed by Demiroz [11]. This dataset contains 366
instances, divided non-equally between the following six
disease groups: psoriasis (112), seboreic dermatitis (61),
lichen planus (72), pityriasis rosea (49), cronic dermatitis
(52), and pityriasis rubra pilaris (20). Table 3 presented the
optimal clustering results obtained using the PLV algorithm.
The clustering results obtained by the PLV algorithm when
using the proposed coefficient evaluation methods are
summarized in Table 4.
V.

[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

CONCLUSION

[8]

In a future study, the PLV algorithm discussed in this
study will be integrated with a semi-supervised learning
mechanism in order to assist PLV in determining the number
of clusters, c, in the dataset and to initialize the positions of
the cluster centroids automatically such that a more accurate
and efficient clustering performance can be obtained.

[9]
[10]
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Table 2 value of scaling coefficient obtained for lung
cancer dataset with the proposed method

Table 1 Accuracy of each class in lung cancer dataset
obtained by PLV
Assigned class
I
Accuracy

Annealing method

II

88.89%

53.85%

III
Lung Cancer

90.00%

Table 3 Accuracy of each class in dermatology database
obtained by PLV algorithm

β

1.1018

accuracy

75.00%

Table 4 Clustering results obtained for dermatology dataset
using the proposed evaluation methods

Assigned class
I

II

III

IV

Annealing method
V

VI
Dermatology

Accuracy

99.11 70.49
%
%

100
%

95.92
%

100
%

100
%
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β

1.8416

accuracy

93.99%

